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RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: HMU907611 
Barcode: 093046761127 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 

  

Packaging: digipack 
Mark Padmore [tenor] 
Kristian Bezuidenhout [fortepiano, Rosenberger, c. 
1820. Tuning: A = 430, unequal temperament]       
 
CONCERTS:  
2/4 St Matthew OAE, RFH [MP] 
9/4 East Clandon [KB] 
13/4 Wigmore Hall [KB] 
10/5 Britten Serenade, Philharmonia, RFH [MP] 
22/5 Haydn, Mozart, Naunton [KB] 
  
  

  
  

  

BEETHOVEN: An die ferne Geliebte, HAYDN: Songs,  
MOZART: Masonic Cantata 
Mark Padmore 
Kristian Bezuidenhout 

HAYDN She never told her love Hob.XXVIa:34, Hark! what I tell to thee Hob.XXVIa:41, 
Antwort auf die Frage eines Mädchens Hob.XXVIa:46 
MOZART: Das Veilchen K476, Abendempfindung K523, Kantate: Die ihr des unermesslichen Weltalls K619 
BEETHOVEN: Mailied Op.52 No.4, Neue Liebe, neues Leben Op.75 No.2, Aus Goethes Faust Op.75 No.3,  
Adelaide Op.46, Selbstgespräch WoO 114, Resignation WoO 149, An die Hoffnung Op.94, 
An die ferne Geliebte Op.98, Abendlied unterm gestirnten Himmel WoO 150 

  
Following their acclaimed Schumann recording, tenor Mark Padmore and fortepiano phenomenon Kristian Bezuidenhout 
join forces again for this varied and appealing lieder recital of songs by Haydn, 'An die ferne Geliebte' Op.98 by 

  

Beethoven, and the Masonic Cantata K.619 by Mozart. 

  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

  

HMU907521 Schumann Dichterliebe, Liederkreis, Lachner 
"The choice of a light-toned but warm sounding Erard 1837 fortepiano makes all the difference to this expressive account 
of Schumann's Liederkreis Op 24, and his great Heine setting – the 16 songs of Dichterliebe. Mark Padmore, in superb 
voice, brings a vivid new confidence to the German text (Franziska Roth is credited as language coach) and he and 

  
  
  

Kristian Bezuidenhout tackle those recital favourites "Mit Myrten und Rosen" (from Liederkreis) and "Ich grolle 
nicht" (from Dichterliebe) with a freshness that bears plenty of repetition. Five Heine settings by Lachner complement the 
Schumann, but it's the latter whose genius shines out."  Fiona Maddocks, Observer, 28 November 2010 

  
  
  

“Mark Padmore’s sweetness of tone is capable of growth and intensification, and he is sensible to the subtleties of 
  
  
  

modulation.  Kristian Bezuidenhout feels and thinks with the singer, makes his points without exaggeration and misses 
nothing.” John Steane, Gramophone, December 2010 

    
  

“Mark Padmore here surpasses even himself.  Bezuidenhout’s accompanying is wonderfully responsive and atmospheric 
too.” Warwick Thompson, Classic FM Magazine, January 2011 ***** 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: HMU807573 
Barcode: 093046757366 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: digipack 
Nicholas Daniel [oboe, director 1-3, cor anglais 
solo 12] 
Britten Sinfonia 
James MacMillan [conductor 4-12] 

Ralph VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, James MACMILLAN: Oboe Concertos 
Nicholas Daniel 

  
Britten Sinfonia 
James MacMillan 

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Concerto for oboe and strings in A minor (1944)	 
MACMILLAN: One for chamber orchestra (2012) Oboe Concerto (2010) dedicated to Nicholas Daniel	 
BRITTEN: Suite on English Folk Tunes: A Time There Was, Op. 90 (1974) 		 

Two major British oboe concertos featuring soloist Nicholas Daniel with the Britten Sinfonia. Composer James MacMillan 
conducts the world premiere recording of his own Concerto (dedicated to Nicholas Daniel), as well as his 2012 

composition 'One' and the Britten 'Suite on English Folk Tunes: A Time There Was'. 

The oboist himself directs the Ralph Vaughan Williams concerto, the work with which he won the BBC Young Musician of 
the Year Competition at the age of 18. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

HMU907568 Thea Musgrave Chamber Works for Oboe /Nicholas Daniel, Huw Watkins etc 

"This new recording is another great example of Harmonia Mundi’s commitment to contemporary music. There are fine 
performances from all the artists and, in particular Nicholas Daniel. The recording is first rate."  
theclassicalreviewer.com – May 2013 

HMU807566 Vaughan Williams On Wenlock Edge/Mark Padmore, Nicholas Daniel, Huw Watkins, Britten Sinfonia   

 “This is a truly admirable performance… Nicholas Daniel is the outstanding cor anglais player."  
musicwebinternational, January 2014 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: HMC902187 
Barcode: 3149020218723 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Lorenzo Coppola [clarinet in B flat after 
Bärmann Ottensteiner, by Schwenk & Seggelke, 
Bamberg, 2001] 
Andreas Staier [Steinway & Sons piano, New 
York, 1875] 

BRAHMS: Clarinet Sonatas 
Sonatas for Clarinet and piano Op.120, 6 Klavierstücke Op.118 
Lorenzo Coppola 
Andreas Staier 

The two sonatas for clarinet and piano, composed in 1894, were Brahms’s last chamber works. Knowing that he could 
count on the virtuosity of their dedicatee, the prodigious clarinettist Richard Mühlfeld (1856-1907), Brahms 
enthusiastically exploited all the expressive possibilities of the instrument. Under the fingers of Lorenzo Coppola, the 
clarinet prays, sobs, dreams or laughs, bringing astonishing conviction to all these varied emotions. 
Both Andreas Staier and Lorenzo Coppola contribute booklet notes for this release and in particular they have this to say 
about the 1875 Steinway used in the recording: 

"The grand pianos of Steinway & Sons of New York were the most advanced of their time. They won a gold medal at the 
Paris International Exposition of 1867, and their technical innovations were eventually to be adopted by all European 
piano makers. The instruments, which were again honoured at the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876, may be 
said to mark the end of the development of piano building: with them, today’s concert grand was created, which has 
since been modified only in minor details. The instrument used in this recording is numbered 32500 and dates from the 
year 1875. 
In Brahms’s later years, Steinway grand pianos were among his favourite instruments. On 18 November 1881, for 
example, he wrote to Julius Otto Grimm: ‘Be so good as to inquire in Cologne or elsewhere if they cannot send us a 
Bechstein or Steinway. I will gladly pay the transport costs. But I will no longer play on any dubious or questionable 
instrument.’ 
We sincerely thank Chris Maene for making his original Steinway available to us for this recording and the rehearsals 
that preceded it. We spent a very pleasant few days in his collection of instruments in Ruiselede, where we were also 
enjoyed the most generous hospitality."  



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Orfeo 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: C895151A 
Barcode: 4011790895123 
NORMAL Price: £8.98 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
CBSO 
Andris Nelsons [conductor] 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony Op. 58, Marche Slave Op. 31
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
Andris Nelsons

The 'Manfred' Symphony in B minor, composed between Tchaikovsky's Fourth and Fifth Symphonies, has all too often
been overlooked. The latter two symphonies, and the Sixth, have already been released in award-winning recordings
from the CBSO under Music Director Andris Nelsons. 'Manfred', after Lord Byron’s dramatic poem of the same name,
now enriches this Tchaikovsky cycle through a number of remarkable facets. As suggested by the critic Vladimir Stasov,
Tchaikovsky's programmatic late-romantic, agitated series of orchestral scenes depicts Manfred's lonely mountain
peregrinations, complete with magical apparitions, an idyllic submersion in nature plus a bacchanal from the nether
world. The listener is gripped by the enormous strength of the CBSO string section while the woodwind and brass
sections almost steal the show, particularly in the vision of the Alpine fairy and the tempestuous sweep of the bacchanal. 

Tchaikovsky’s much shorter 'Marche Slave' includes not only musical references to Serbian folk songs but also the
Russian National Anthem, 'God Save the Tsar', which caused considerable problems for Russian censors during much of
the 20th century. Whether on the concert or operatic podium, conductor Andris Nelsons remains a master when it comes
to the heightening of dramatic intensity. Here, with the CBSO once again on superb form, this march assumes a timeless
historic stature.

C780091A  Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 5 in E minor, Op. 64 
“The standard is set immediately, with the recurring “motto” theme on low clarinet carefully sculpted yet at the same time
given room to breathe. Nelsons has clearly thought about the music carefully, and concentrates on bringing every phrase
alive. At the same time, the players are given room to express themselves, and they rise to the challenge, with delicious
woodwind playing and ripe brass, while the strings have an almost Mantovanian sheen in places.” The Telegraph, 25th
June 2009 ****

C832101A Tchaikovsky Romeo and Juliet, Symphony 4 
“Superlative playing under a superlative conductor.” The Independent on Sunday, 27th November 2011

“Stunningly well played and conducted with manic fervour, this performance of Tchaikovsky’s symphonic fantasy
Francesca da Rimini confirms that the alliance between Andris Nelsons and the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
is made in heaven...” The Times, 3rd December 2011 ****

“ranks with Leopold Stokowski's and Charles Munch's as among the most revealing accounts of what is arguably the
finest of Tchaikovsky's non-symphonic orchestral works.” International Record Review, January 2012



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: SIGCD414 
Barcode: 635212041420 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
The King's Singers 

Il Trionfo di Dori 
The King's Singers 

BACCUSI: Un giorno a Pale sacro, SABINO: Dove sorge piacevole, VECCHI: Hor ch’ogni vento tace, 
GABRIELI: Se cantano gl’augelli, PRETI: Ninfe e danzar venite, MARENZIO: Leggiadre ninfe a pastorelli amanti, 
DE MACQUE: Vaghe ninfe selvage, COLOMBANI: All’apparir di Dori anzi del sole, CAVACCIO: Giunta qui Dori, e 
pastorelli amanti, STABILE: Nel tempo che ritorna, BOZZI: All’ombra d’un bel faggio, MASSAINO: Sù le fiorite sponde, 
ASOLA: In una verde piaggia, EREMITA: Smeraldi eran le rive il fium’argento, DE MONTE: Lungo le chiare linfe, 
CROCE: Ove tra l’herbe e fiori, 
BONINI: Quando lieta vezzosa, STRIGGIO: Eran ninfe e pastori, FLORIO: Più trasparente velo, LEONI: Di pastorali 
accenti, ANERIO: Sotto l’ombroso speco, ZERTO: L’inargentato lido, GIOVANELLI: Quand’apparisti o vag’o amata, 
COSTA: Mentr’à quest’ombr’intorno, BERTANI: Dori à quest’ombre e l’aura	, BALBI: Mentre pastori e ninfe, 
GASTOLDI: Al mormorar de liquidi cristalli, PORTA: Da lo spuntar de matutini albori, 
PALESTRINA: Quando dal terzo cielo				  

The King’s Singers release the complete Italian madrigal collection 'Il Trionfo di Dori'. Commissioned by Venetian 
nobleman Leonardo Sanudo in 1592, the collection features 29 works, each written by a different composer and poet, 
and set for nine voices.  Among them are Vecchi, Gabrieli, Marenzio, de Monte, Striggio, Anerio, Gastoldi, Porta and 
Palestrina. 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: SIGCD416 
Barcode: 635212041628 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Tamsin Waley-Cohen [violin]  

CONCERTS: 

13/3 Taunton 

5/4 Wigmore Hall  

12/4 St Johns Smith Square 

13/4 Honeymead Festival 

23/4 St Mary's Church Sprotbrough 

  

Soli - Solo Works for Violin 
Tamsin Waley-Cohen 

BARTOK: Sonata for Solo Violin, Sz. 117 (1944) 
PENDERECKI: Cadenza (1984) 
BENJAMIN: Three Miniatures for Solo Violin (2001),  
I. A Lullaby for Lalit 
II. A Canon for Sally 
III. Lauer Lied 
Elliott CARTER: Statement – Remembering Aaron (1999) 
Four Lauds: III. Rhapsodic Musings (2001) 
KURTAG: Five Miniatures 
Anziksz Kellerannanak (Postcard to Anna Keller) 
In Nomine all'ungherese (Damjanich emlékko) 
Thomas Blum in memoriam 
Hommage a John Cage 
Hommage a JSB 
...féerie d'automne 
	 
Tamsin Waley-Cohen, a violinist of "fearless intensity" (The Guardian), explores post-1944 solo repertoire, pushing the 
instrument to its limits.  Bartók’s Solo Sonata, an ‘Everest’ of the violin repertoire, sits at the heart of this recording which 
also includes Penderecki’s 'Cadenza', and miniatures by Carter, György Kurtág and George Benjamin. 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical/Opera & 
Vocal 
Catalogue No: GCD923504 
Barcode: 8424562235045 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 3 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Leonardo De Lisi: Bajazet 
Filippo Mineccia: Tamerlano 
Giuseppina Bridelli: Asteria 
Ewa Gubanska: Irene 
Antonio Giovannini: Andronico 
Benedetta Mazzucato: Clearco 
Raffaele Pe: Leone 
Giorgia Cinciripi: Zaida 
Auser Musici 
Carlo Ipata 

Francesco GASPARINI: Il Bajazet [1719] 
Filippo Mineccia 
Auser Musici 
Carlo Ipata 

Carlo Ipata, inveterate searcher out of unjustly forgotten musical scores, directs 'Il Bajazet', an important three-act opera 
by Francesco Gasparini - which shows marked influences of the Roman Arcadian School of the Baroque. Ipata conducts 
the orchestra of his own Auser Musici for this new Glossa recording, made in conjunction with performances which took 
place at last year’s Opera Festival in Barga. 
The score used is that for the 1719 dramma in musica performed in Reggio Emilia, as updated by Gasparini to 
accommodate the starry Baroque talents of Francesco Borosini, Antonio Bernacchi, Marianna Bulgarelli and Faustina 
Bordoni. Their modern-day counterparts in Barga are Leonardo De Lisi (Bajazet), Filippo Mineccia (Tamerlano), 
Giuseppina Bridelli (Asteria) and Ewa Gubanska (Irene). There is also a cameo role for Raffaele Pe, whose Glossa 'The 
Medici Castrato' disc was released recently. 
Like other composers active at the very end of the 17th century and the start of the 18th, Gasparini’s music was swept 
aside by the talented activities of Vivaldi and Porpora (and the influence of Farinelli and Carestini), and of course of 
Handel, whose score for 'Tamerlano' (the earlier version of 'Il Bajazet' had been called 'Tamerlano') reflect very close 
readings of Gasparini’s own operas. In her booklet essay 
Antonella D’Ovidio delves into the history of Gasparini’s 'Il Bajazet' and comments lucidly on the 
style of this neglected operatic master. 

Recorded in Barga (Chiesa del Crocifisso), Italy, from 29 June to 6 July 2014 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Wigmore Hall Live 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0075 
Barcode: 5065000924751  
MID Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Mauro Peter (tenor), 
Helmut Deutsch (piano) 

SCHUBERT: Die schöne Müllerin, D795 
Recorded live at Wigmore Hall, London, on 28 January 2014 
Mauro Peter 
Helmut Deutsch 

Over a century after the first British performance of 'Die schöne Müllerin', which was given at Wigmore Hall in June 1903, 
Mauro Peter took to the same stage to offer his vision of Schubert’s masterwork. The Swiss tenor’s artistry as a Lieder 
interpreter evolved in close partnership with his former teacher Helmut Deutsch, and over recent years he has positioned 
himself among the most in-demand young artists performing on the recital platform and opera stage today. This live 
recording of Peter’s Wigmore debut recital captures his bright, lyrical voice and the subtlety and conviction of his 
musicality, offering a captivating perspective on this work. 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Heritage 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: HTGCD288/9 
Barcode: 5060332661213  
2 FOR 1 Price 
Format: 2 CD 

  

Packaging: cristal 
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau [baritone] 
Gerald Moore [piano] 

SCHUBERT: Die schöne Müllerin, D795, Winterreise D911
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Gerald Moore

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau was the most celebrated performer of Schubert’s great song cycles throughout the second half
of the 20th century. The recordings presented here were his first of each work, 'Die schöne Müllerin' recorded in 1951,
'Winterreise' in 1955. Fischer-Dieskau was 26 in 1951 and 30 in 1955, and so made these recordings at the same age
that the composer wrote them. His approach is relatively straightforward in sentiment but the performances are filled with
subtleties of nuance and inflection. There is a spontaneity and freshness we hear in the 1950s which is absent in his later
recordings. 
These versions, therefore, represent the first steps in the singer’s own personal journey with the two works that would
continue for another 40 years, until his final recordings of 'Winterreise' in 1990 and 'Die schöne Müllerin' in 1991.

"Fischer-Dieskau lives the part of the young miller intensely from the first note he sings to the last...
He gives an impression of utter spontaneity, as if not a note had been written down, but as if everyone was being created
there and then: a wonderful instance of art concealing art."
Gramophone [Die schöne Müllerin]

"A very special sense of verbal values and a wide command of tone-colour." Gramophone [Winterreise]



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: La Dolce Volta 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: LDV19 
Barcode: 3770001901381 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Menahem Pressler [piano] 

CONCERT: RFH 14/4 
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4 / 
LPO, Robin Ticciati [conductor]  
  
2/7 Wigmore Hall wt Matthias Goerne 

MOZART: Piano Sonatas 
No.11 in A major, K331, No.17 B flat major K570, No.18 in D major, K576 
Menahem Pressler 

This is the pianist Menahem Pressler’s second disc for La Dolce Volta, recorded at the Conservatoire National Supérieur 
de Musique et de Danse de Paris in September 2014. Here we meet a Mozart bathed in total serenity, as if freed from all 
earthly contingencies and tensions, gently singing of his state of grace, with a wonderfully tender touch. An interpretation 
deeply moving in its very simplicity, its sheer tranquil poetry, brimming with love and affection. Here is a miraculous disc 
by a humble servant of music at the peak of his inspiration. 
Menahem Pressler, founding member and pianist of the Beaux Arts Trio, has established himself among the world’s most 
distinguished and honored musicians, with a career that spans almost six decades. Now, at 91 years old, he continues to 
captivate audiences throughout the world as performer and pedagogue, performing solo and chamber music recitals to 
great critical acclaim while maintaining a dedicated and robust teaching career. 

"It’s a genuine mission to fulfil the task of recording the complete Mozart sonatas. A mission that constantly has me 
asking questions of myself, and which sometimes has me feeling quite dizzy: can I do it? Am I right to? And yet I feel a 
literal attraction for these sonatas. They’re an unending source of wonder to me. It’s a joy to record them, and even an 
inner necessity." 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
LDV12 ‘TALES FROM VIENNA’ Schubert, Mozart, Beethoven 
“Mozart at his most rawly anguished and Beethoven at his most tersely brilliant… A lifetime's engagement with these 
composers means that he has an innate understanding of how the music goes and he still plays with a twinkle in his 
eyes… Your sense Pressler’s love for this Schubert sonata in every bar, and there’s abundant warmth to his playing.” 
Harriet Smith, Gramophone- Nov 2013 

“Pressler wears his 90 years as if he were 60. I would say the playing too was of a younger man, were it not for the air of 
calm that permeates the tempos… chords voiced so that their harmonies seem  incandescent and phrasing that speaks 
with inerrant simplicity. These are not characteristics of the young, but of someone who has loved music long and well… 
He sits at the piano, not performing but sharing…Sipping the cup so graciously offered by Pressler is tasting joy, 
gratitude and above all partaking of wisdom.” Michael Jameson, International Record Review - Dec 2013 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Audite 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: AUDITE21429 
Barcode: 4022143214294 
2 FOR 1 Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Amadeus Quartet 

The RIAS Amadeus Quartet Recordings Vol. IV • Modernism 
Berlin 1950-56 

Amadeus Quartet 

BRITTEN: String Quartet No. 2 in C major, Op. 36 
TIPPETT: String Quartet No. 2 in F-sharp major 
PURCELL: Chacony in G minor • Fantasia No. 4 & No. 6 
SEIBER: String Quartet No. 3 ‘Quartetto Lirico’ 
BARTOK: String Quartet No. 4 in C major & No. 6 in D major 

Volume IV in the series The RIAS Amadeus Quartet Recordings presents the ensemble with 20th century Hungarian and 
English works. The Baroque composer Henry Purcell is also represented – as a reference point for Benjamin Britten’s 
Second String Quartet. This edition substantially broadens the view of the Amadeus Quartet and demonstrates the 

inquisitiveness and assuredness with which Norbert Brainin and his three colleagues explored the music of their 

contemporaries. 

Prompts to follow this path came from fellow musicians and colleagues at London’s Morley College. Under the direction of 
Michael Tippett, a group of young composers, including Mátyás Seiber and Peter Racine Fricker, wrote their new  

string quartets for the Amadeus Quartet. Apart from Michael Tippett, it was first and foremost Benjamin Britten who, 

around 1950, established his reputation as Britain’s most renowned composer. His Second String Quartet was conceived 
as a reminiscence of Henry Purcell, a progenitor of English music, for the 250th anniversary of his death. Two of Purcell’s 
string fantasias and a chaconne, on which Britten had based his work, have therefore been included in this edition. They 
are released for the first time in the Amadeus Quartet’s interpretation. 

  

The Hungarian composer Mátyás Seiber – who, like the members of the Amadeus Quartet, had to emigrate to Britain 
after the Nazis had seized power in Germany – wrote his Quartetto lirico in the spirit of the Viennese School, particularly 
that of Alban Berg. He also championed the string quartets of his fellow countryman Béla Bartók, whose Fourth and Sixth 
Quartets are also available for the first time as performances by the Amadeus Quartet. 

  

The audite series The RIAS Amadeus Quartet Recordings, scheduled to include six volumes, exclusively presents 
  

performances released for the first time on CD. 
  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
  

AUDITE21424 THE RIAS AMADEUS QUARTET RECORDINGS VOL. I BEETHOVEN STRING QUARTETS 
  

AUDITE21428 THE RIAS AMADEUS QUARTET RECORDINGS VOL. II SCHUBERT STRING QUARTETS 
  

AUDITE21427 THE RIAS AMADEUS QUARTET RECORDINGS VOL. III MOZART STRING QUARTETS 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: Praga Digitals 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: DSD350074 
Barcode: 3149028025828 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: cristal 
Edwin Fischer [piano] 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
London 19-20 February 1951, 
EMI Studio 

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
Wilhelm Furtwängler 
Vienna Musikvereinsaal, 
28 Feb-1 March 1954, Electrola GmbH 

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No.5 Op. 73 'Emperor',  
Symphony No.5 Op. 67 
Edwin Fischer 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
Wilhelm Furtwängler 

Wilhelm Furtwängler's last recording of Beethoven's immortal Symphony No.5 with the Vienna Philharmonic stands out 
among his many others, as does his collaboration with pianist Edwin Fischer and the Philharmonia Orchestra on his 
recording of the Piano Concerto No.5. This is the third volume of Furtwängler reissues in Praga's Reminiscences series 
of audiophile SACD remasterings of historic recordings. 



RELEASE DATE
6TH APRIL 2015

Label: NAÏVE 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: V5407 
Barcode: 822186054079 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Baltic Sea Youth Philharmonic 
Kristjan Järvi  
  
  
CONCERT: 23/5 The Vale Festival, 
Birmingham: Arvo Pärt, Dobrinka Tabakova 

Kristjan Järvi Sound Project - Baltic Sea Voyage
Baltic Sea Youth Philharmonic
Kristjan Järvi

NIELSEN (Denmark): Overture to Maskarade
STENHAMMAR (Sweden): ‘Mellanspel’ from Sangen op.44 
GRIEG (Norway): ‘At the Wedding’ from Peer Gynt op.23
SIBELIUS (Finland): Karelia Suite, II. Ballade
GRLGOTAS (Lithuania): Never Ignore the Cosmic Ocean
PÄRT (Estonia): Cantus in memoriam Benjamin Britten 
KALNINS (Latvia): ‘Rock’ Symphony No.4, I. Allegretto
KILAR (Poland): Orawa
STRAVINSKY (Russia): ‘Sacrificial Dance’ from The Rite of Spring 
WAGNER (Germany) arr Henk de Flieger: ‘Brünhildes Opfertat’ from The Ring: An Orchestral Adventure 

Baltic Sea Voyage is the next instalment in the Kristjan Järvi Sound Project recording series on Naïve Classique.
Conceived by Estonian-American Kristjan Järvi and performed by the Baltic Sea Youth Philharmonic (BYP) – of which
Järvi is Founding Conductor and Music Director since 2008 – the album celebrates the rich musical landscape of the
Baltic Sea region. Järvi comments: “Featuring music from each country bordering the Baltic Sea, listeners can journey
from the deep spirituality of Grieg, Sibelius and Pärt and the Nordic mythology of Wagner's Ring, to the folkloric drive of
Stravinsky and Kilar, and finally to the pop culture-inspired works of living composers Kalninš and Gelgotas.” Baltic Sea
Voyage is the orchestra’s first official album release.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
V5395 Kristjan Jarvi Sound Project: Balkan Fever
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NEW Label: Kamer 
File Under: Classical/ 
Choral  
Catalogue No: KCD013  
Barcode: 9789934831836  
NORMAL Price 

  

Format: 1 CD 
  

Packaging: cd book 
  

Kamér Youth choir 
Janis Liepinš [conductor]  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
  
KCD005 Latvian Choral Music 
KCD008 Veltijumi/Dedications 
KCD011 Eriks Esenvalds: O Salutaris 

Amber Songs 
Kamér 

We're delighted to welcome new label Kamér to the UK for the first time. Following Kamér Youth Choir's first visit to the 
UK in March and building up to the 25th anniversary celebrations in June, in Riga, Kamér now release 'Amber Songs'. 
This glamorous cd book consists of commissions by Kamer Youth Choir of Latvian folk song arrangements featuring Jan 
Sandström, Nicholas Lens, Hasan Uçarsu, Gabriel Jackson, Michael Ostrzyga, Ethan Sperry, Peeter Vähi, Kasia 
Glowicka, Henrik Ødegaard, Param Vir, Xabier Sarasola, Gilad Hochman, Franz Herzog, Vladimir Martynov, Vytautas 
Miškinis and locals Peteris Plakidis and Evija Skuke, recorded in St John's Church, Riga, last April. The title stems from 
the metaphor that amber is the most precious gem of Latvia, while folk songs are the gem of Latvian intangible culture. 
The core of the project is a colourful selection of Latvian folksongs that were chosen considering their melodic and 
thematic diversity by ethnomusicologist Valdis Muktupvels. 17 composers from several countries, including many of 
those that were part of the historic Amber Route, have written their folk song arrangements that were commissioned by 
Youth choir Kamer.. and its artistic director Janis Liepinš. 
A youthful passion combined with highly refined vocal skills and sensuous musicality — these are the qualities that best 
define the youth choir Kamer founded in 1990 by conductor Maris Sirmais, who led the choir until June 2012. Janis 
Liepinš has served since 2006, and is now the artistic director and principal conductor. 
Since foundation, the choir has won dozens of prizes and these include three championship prizes and gold medals at 
the World Choir Olympics in Xianmen, China, in 2006. In addition, Kamer has twice received the highest honour in 
Latvian music — the Latvian Great Music Award and has also won the 'choir battles', or national choir competition, at the 
Latvian Song and Dance Festival a total of four times, most recently in 2013. 

Adoration - Vytautas Miškinis, Janis the Charmer - Peteris Plakidis 
The Tall Bean - Jan Sandström, The Sun Rose - Nicholas Lens 
Neigh, Neigh - Evija Skuke, I Sailed With My Boat - Hasan Uçarsu 
No Bird Sings as Nicely - Gabriel Jackson, Kaladu - Michael Ostrzyga	 	 
Two Grey Horses - Ethan Sperry, Behind the Great Water - Peeter Vähi 
Autumn Work Song - Kasia Glowicka, The Miller-girl Beseeches God - Henrik Ødegaard 
Feast Song - Param Vir, Mother of the Wind - Xabier Sarasola 
Beyond Nine Lakes - Gilad Hochman, The Girl Sleeps - Franz Herzog 
Six Songs	- Vladimir Martynov 
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Label: Delphian 
Gramophone Label of the Year 

File Under: Classical 
  

  

Catalogue No: DCD34153 
Barcode: 801918341533 
NORMAL Price 

  

Format: 1 CD 

  

Packaging: cristal 

  

Emma Versteeg [soprano] 

  

Maryam Sherhan [piano] 

  

Laura Margaret Smith [mezzo-soprano] 
Geoffrey Tanti [piano] 

  

Wildings, Astrid String Quartet, 

  

Spencer-Strachan Duo 

Luminate - Live Music Now Scotland celebrates 30 years 

Eddie McGUIRE: Dance Suite for Two 
William SWEENEY: Luminate: From the Islands 
Alasdair NICOLSON: String Quartet No 2 (The Keeper of Sheep) 
WILDINGS: The Bellany Suite 
John Maxwell GEDDES: A Castle Mills Suite 

This year, Live Music Now Scotland – an organisation that promotes the work of stellar young artists – celebrates its 30th 
birthday. A blazing trail of commissions has followed in the charity’s wake. In recognition of these three decades’ 
achievements, Delphian has taken a snapshot of LMN’s activity, itself a miniature picture of the wider cultural endeavours 
taking place in Scotland. Some of Scotland’s shining young artists have recorded recent commissions by some of the 
country’s brightest composing voices: William Sweeney, Eddie McGuire, Alasdair Nicolson and John Maxwell Geddes. A 
broad canvas of activity, flecked with intriguing and beautiful details. 

  
Live Music Now was founded in 1977 by Yehudi Menuhin, with Live Music Now Scotland formed in 1984. It is a unique 
organisation, which has kept Menuhin’s vision alive in ensuring that all members of society, whatever their 
circumstances, have access to the enriching experience of live music. Throughout the UK, Live Music Now gives around 
2,500 performances each year. 600 of these are presented by Live Music Now Scotland, which covers the whole country, 
from Orkney and Shetland to the Scottish Borders and Dumfries and Galloway. 
The pool of musicians delivering the work is across the genres of classical, traditional, rock/pop and jazz, and numbers 
around 120 individual musicians as members of between 40 and 50 ensembles. 
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Label: Aparté 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: AP103 
Barcode: 3149028059526 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 

Romain Leleu [trumpet] 
Orchestre d’Auvergne 
Roberto Forés Veses [direction] 

Trumpet Concertos
Romain Leleu

Georges DELERUE (1925-1992): Trumpet Concertino, Karol BEFFA (b.1973): Concerto for trumpet*  
André JOLIVET (1905-1974): Concertino for trumpet, piano & string orchestra
Jean-Baptiste ROBIN (b.1976): Le Chant de l’âme for trumpet & string orchestra* 
Martin MATALON: (1958): Trame XII for trumpet & string orchestra* 
*1st recordings

Awarded 'Instrumental Soloist Revelation of the Year' in 2009, by Victoires de la Musique Classique, Romain Leleu is an
ambassador for the trumpet all over the world. His personality, generosity and talent enable him to make his instrument
better known to a broad public, whether in traditional repertoire, transcriptions or the new commissions to which he gives
rise.
This new recording, his fourth for Aparté, comprises three previously unrecorded works: Karol Beffa's concerto,
premiered by Romain Leleu in 2012, Jean-Baptiste Robin's concerto, composed especially for this disc, and Martin
Matalon's 'Trame XII' of which he gave the first performance and is the dedicatee. The works by Jolivet and Delerue are
already 20th-century 'classics'.
The Orchestre d’Auvergne's first encounter with Romain Leleu occurred with the commission of Martin Matalon's score in
2011. Their rapport spurred the musical director, Roberto Forés Veses, to seek further collaborations and this album is
the fruit of their complicity.
Romain Leleu is foremost in a new generation of trumpet players and the natural heir of the French master, Maurice
André, based on the virtuosity and natural ease of his playing. With an ever widening  repertoire Romain has been
featured as soloist both in France and abroad. 
Following his recording of well-known trumpet sonatas on the Aparté label, his recording of major classical concertos
(Haydn, Hummel, Neruda) earned RTL’s Classique d’Or, a 5 from Diapason, and was widely praised by Pizzicato and
Resmusica. His album 'Sur la route' on which he performs with Convergences was given a warm welcome by the
listening public and was one of the best-selling classical discs of the year. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AP052 On the Road: Bartok; Piazzolla; Legrand /Romain Leleu / Ensemble Convergences
AP025 Hummel, Neruda, Haydn - Trumpet concertos / Romain Leleu / Baltic CO / Emmanuel Leducq-Barome 
AP004 Slavonic Spirit: Rachmaninov; Rimsky-Korsakov; Arutiunian / Romain Leleu
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Label: Flora 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: FLO3615 
Barcode: 3149028062526 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Les Sacqueboutiers 
Ensemble de cuivres anciens de Toulouse 
with guests including Jean Tubéry, 
Christine Pluhar, Gunar Letzbor 
Guillemette Laurens, Marie-Claude Valin 
[sopranos] 
Jean-Louis Comoretto, Jean-Yves Guerry [altos] 
John Elwes, Bruno Boterf [tenors] 
Bernard Fabre-Garrus, Yves Bergé [basses] 

Giovanni Martino CESARE: Musicali Melodie per voci e 
instrumenti [1621] 
Les Sacqueboutiers 
Jean Tubéry 
Christine Pluhar 
Gunar Letzbor 

Giovanni Martino Cesare (Udine, c.1590 – Munich, 6 February 1667) was a composer and cornett player who like many 
of his contemporaries found employment abroad where he flourished. By 1611 (his first publication) he was resident as 
cornetto player at the house of Charles, Margrave of Burgau (d.1618) at Günzburg, near Augsburg. In 1615 he became 
an employee of Duke Maximilian of Bavaria, as a cornettist, and where he wrote his best known collection 'Musicali 
melodie':  a collection of sonatas for cornetts and sackbuts that contains one of the only solo sonatas for trombone. 
The sole complete copy of the 'Musicali Melodie' is to be found in the Episcopal Library of Regensburg. Of the 28 
numbers listed in the table of contents, 14 of these are Sacred Concerts with one to five voices and basso continuo, 
along with 14 instrumental pieces one to six parts with bc. 
The informative booklet essay, by Les Sacqueboutiers' Jean-Pierre Canihac, notes similarities with the 'Divine lodi 
musicali' of Giovanni Battista Riccio and Cima's 'Concerti Ecclesiastici' [1610] which also offer a mixture of sacred motets 
and instrumental canzone. 
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Label: Mirare 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: MIR254 
Barcode: 3760127222545 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Thomas E. Bauer [bass] 
Jan Kobow [tenor] 
Ensemble Jacques Moderne 
Gli Incogniti / 
Amandine Beyer 
Joël Suhubiette [direction]  
  
  
Amandine Beyer is at Sadler's Wells on 
22-23rd May performing Bach, Partita 
No. 2 

Reinhard KEISER: Markuspassion 
The Passion according to St Mark 
Ensemble Jacques Moderne 
Gli Incogniti 
Amandine Beyer 
Joël Suhubiette 

Recent musicological research tends to suggest that the 'Markuspassion' is not the work of Reinhard Keiser, 
essentially for stylistic reasons. However, it has not yet proved possible to attribute it positively to any other 
contemporary composer, such as Nicolaus Bruhns, or to Gottfried Keiser, Reinhard’s father, and so its paternity 
is currently uncertain. 
The St. Mark Passion, which probably originated in the first decade of the 18th century, occupies a prominent place in 
Bach’s music library as the only music for Passion by another composer/s which he performed several times. For the 
young Bach in Weimar this St. Mark Passion was a didactic piece for learning the art of the modern narrative recitative: 
as the Leipzig Thomaskantor he also performed it in 1726. 
The present recording uses Hans Bergmann’s edition, published by Carus-Verlag, which is based in essence on the 
version performed in Weimar in 1713. Although no one is absolutely sure of the forces employed on that occasion (which 
must have been, at the minimum, four singers, four strings, and a harpsichord), Mirare have decided to assign the four 
voices of the chorus to three singers per part, with the soloists also taking part in the chorus, except for Jesus and the 
Evangelist. The two violins and two violas are joined by a continuo group consisting of organ, harpsichord, cello, violone, 
theorbo, and bassoon. 

  

This project arose from the affinities of Joël Suhubiette and Amandine Beyer with this repertory, but it is also an 
  

expression of friendship between two ensembles, Jacques Moderne and Gli Incogniti, which came together to recreate 
this very special work. 
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Label: Mirare 
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Catalogue No: MIR266 
Barcode: 3760127222668 
MID Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Bertrand Cuiller [harpsichord, Philippe Humeau 
1977] 

RAMEAU: Pièces pour clavecin 
Bertrand Cuiller

Premier livre de pièces de clavecin - 1706
Pièces de Clavessin - 1724
Nouvelles Suites de Pièces de Clavecin - 1726-1727
Pièces de clavecin en concerts - extracts

"Every soul and spirit were in his harpsichord," dramatist Alexis Piron wrote about his friend Rameau. Listeners of today
are often more inclined to prefer his operas. However, there is a wealth of wit, wisdom and joy in Rameau's harpsichord
works. This collection of the complete 'Pièces pour clavecin', performed by Bertrand Cuiller with his customary finesse
and passion, illuminates all of the beauty and virtuosity of these works.
Bertrand Cuiller devotes his recital career to the solo harpsichord repertory, with a particular penchant for the English
composers William Byrd and John Bull, whose music he has recorded for Mirare and Alpha. His discography fo rthese
labels also includes harpsichord concertos by J.S Bach with his father Daniel Cuiller and Stradivaria, and sonatas by
Domenico Scarlatti. In 2014 Bernard Cuiller founded the ensemble Le Caravansérail, with the aim of mounting projects
centring on composers who are especially close to his heart and whose music he wishes to explore with larger forces. He
also appears as a chamber musician with Bruno Cocset and Les Basses Réunies and as a member of La Reveuse.   
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Label: Paraty Productions 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: PTY515501 
Barcode: 3760213650238 
MID Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Bruno Procopio [harpsichord] 

CPE BACH: Württemberg Sonatas Wq49 
Sei Sonate per cembalo...opera II Wq 49 [ed. 1744-1745] H30-36 
Bruno Procopio 

"A musician cannot move without being moved himself - it is indispensable that he himself feel the emotions he wishes to 
arouse in his audience; he must make them understand his own sensitivity to them to be able to share it. (III-13)." 

This final quotation is emblematic of Carl Philip Emanuel Bach: clearly his viewpoint went against that of his 
contemporary Denis Diderot, who held that actors must make the public feel emotions they do not feel, and therefore 
base their art on distancing. This would have been unthinkable for Bach, for whom sincerity was essential to convince 
and to move. 
Although Baroque music is enjoying a renaissance of popularity, it still has difficulty emancipating itself from certain 
received ideas. The concept of 'table music', supposedly played in the background for an inattentive prince; musical 
works published by the dozen for dilettantes; thousands of opera seria that we imagine as victims of the epoch’s vain 
ideas, and its public’s superficial taste… It has become difficult today to persuade oneself that works from the 18th 
century truly sought out expressive depth. All things considered, no composer is better suited to brush aside this 
erroneous vision than Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. 
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Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: GCD920313 
Barcode: 8424562203136 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
La Real Cámara: 
Natsumi Wakamatsu [violin] 
Emilio Moreno [viola] 
Hidemi Suzuki [cello] 

Luigi BOCCHERINI: Sei Terzettini, op. 47 
Trios Nos 1-6, G107-112 
La Real Cámara 

Few musicians today possess so much awareness and experience with the music of Luigi Boccherini as Emilio Moreno, 
or can invest their performances with so much insight. With his ensemble La Real Cámara and for his seventh recording 
of Boccherini’s music for Glossa, Moreno has now turned to the set of six string trios or Terzettini, Op 47 – scored 
untypically for Boccherini for violin, viola and cello – written when he was in full maturity both in his compositional activity 
and in his own skills as a cellist. 
The year was 1793 and Boccherini turned 50 at the start of it; he had now been working in Madrid for some seven years 
after the death of his principal patron, the Infante Don Luis de Borbón, remaining active as a composer (these Op 47 trios 
were dedicated to a new patron, the King of Prussia), cellist and conductor of various of the private orchestras then 
flourishing in the Spanish capital. His style had become tauter and more intense, almost Romantic in its expressiveness. 
Over the decades Moreno has played chamber works of 'Don Luis Boquerini' with many gifted musicians. Here, with La 
Real Cámara, he joins his own viola playing to that of two of his established colleagues and friends from Japan (the 
recording was made in Saitama), violinist Natsumi Wakamatsu and cellist Hidemi Suzuki. Emilio Moreno also provides a 
thoughtful essay about the composer as he turned 50 and about his music. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
GCD920308 Boccherini String Trios 
“As on La Real Cámara’s previous disc of trios, the performances are outstanding. 

“This handsomely packaged set, which has rarely left my CD player over the last fortnight, is a wonderful addition to the 
growing catalogue of period-instrument recordings of Boccherini.” International Record Review – November 2007 

GCDC80305 Boccherini Guitar Quintets Jose Miguel Moreno, La Real Camera 
“I always enjoy listening to Moreno’s recordings, and this is no exception.” 
Stewart McCoy – Early Music Review, December 2014 
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Catalogue No: ACC24293 
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MID Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Barthold Kuijken [traverso] 
Wieland Kuijken [cello CD1] 
Ann Cnop [viola CD2] 
Piet Kuijken [fortepiano CD1] 
Ewald Demeyere [harpsichord CD2] 

Bach versus Haydn 1788/90
Barthold Kuijken 
Wieland Kuijken 
Piet Kuijken

'Bach versus Haydn' – in replying to the question as to the reason for this programme compilation, Barthold Kuijken
states that these compositions are amongst the very best works ever written for the flute by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
and Joseph Haydn. A comparison of these work groups, so very different in their respective styles, is exciting because
they were created at almost the same time. C.P.E. Bach wrote the Quartets, Wq 93-95 during the year 1788 in Hamburg;
Haydn composed the Trios, Hob XV: 15-17 1789/90 in Vienna/Eszterháza – a good ten years after Mozart's well-known
Flute Quartet in D major, K285 of 1777.
These Quartets are amongst C.P.E. Bach's very best creations; he was to die a year after they were composed. Haydn
wrote the Trios at the end of his period with the Eszterházys. The death of Prince Nikolaus I in late 1790 broke Haydn's
close ties with the court and he was able to earn a living from his work from that time onward as a freelance artist.
The stylistic differences between the two are enormous. In Bach, we find Sturm und Drang (storm and stress),
Empfindsamkeit (sensitivity), contrasts, the unexpected…, in Haydn, alongside his typical wit and moving depth, we find
(apparent) simplicity, clear form, elegance, charm and the cantabile quality of Viennese Classicism.
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Catalogue No: ACC24303 
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NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Raphaëlla Smits [guitars] 

Johann Kaspar MERTZ: Le Romantique 
Raphaëlla Smits

Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856), originally from Pressburg (today Bratislava), lived and worked in Vienna from 1840;
this city was the focal point of the musical world during the first half of the 19th century. Mertz was one of the best-known
guitar virtuosos of his time, composing brilliant works for his own use on his numerous concert tours. In these
compositions, he orientated himself on the romantic piano music of Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin and especially
Liszt, but the influences of Italian Belcanto in the style of Donizetti or Bellini can be clearly heard as well. Many guitarists
and composers of the 19th century used instruments with an expanded range. Mertz changed from a six-stringed guitar
to an instrument with eight strings, finally settling on a guitar with ten-strings. 
Raphaëlla Smits, the Belgian Grande Dame of the Guitar, uses two historic French instruments for this recording (by
Mirecourt c1827 and by Roudhloff c1830), as well as an eight-stringed instrument by the luthier John Gilbert.
The present recording features the grand fantasias 'Harmonie du soir' and' Le Romantique', the latter of which has
provided the title of the CD. Alongside several other works, some of which were published posthumously, Raphaëlla
Smits has also recorded Mertz's transcriptions of six Schubert Lieder, influenced by Liszt's Schubert transcriptions for
piano, and the listener completely forgets that these works once had texts.

Also available:
ACC24206: The Eight-stringed Bach / Raphaëlla Smits
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Format: 1 CD 
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Sabine Lutzenberger [soprano] 
Per Sonat 

Walther von der WOGELWEIDE: Lieder von macht und liebe 
Songs of Power and Love 

Per Sonat 

There is hardly a better representative of medieval poetry than Walther von der Vogelweide. He is considered one of the 
most important Minnesänger and Sangspruch (sung speech) poets of the Middle Ages. 

Sabine Lutzenberger and the ensemble Per-Sonat have underlaid some of Walther's poems with his own "Tönen" (= 
melodies), others with music of his contemporaries, completing fragments and reproducing several melodies in the style 
of the period. Sangspruch, one of most important handed-down traditions together with the Minnesang, functions here as 
the link between history and living performance practice. The sources extend from the 13th century to the Meistersang. 
Listeners can now experience Walther's magnificent poetry sung for the first time on this CD. 

  

Also available: 
  

CHR77376: Hildegard von Bingen Kiss of Peace / Sabine Lutzenberger, Per-Sonat 
  

“The elegant, eloquently expressive voice of Sabine Lutzenburger combined with her liquid, legato approach to ornament 
and phrasing- and an evident understanding of text- makes her one of Hildegard’s finest vocal advocates.”  
**** Rebecca Taverner, Early Music Today- December 2013 
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Gunar Letzbor [violin] 
Ars Antiqua Austria 

Ex Vienna Volume II: Scordato 
Violin music in scordatura from Manuscript XIV 726  
of the Minoritenkonvent in Vienna 

Gunar Letzbor
 

Ars Antiqua Austria
 

The violinist Gunar Letzbor is an established specialist in performing Austrian baroque music, in particular, he has
 

intensively grappled with works by Biber, Muffat and Schmelzer, to name three examples. In so doing, he is constantly 
searching for a specifically Austrian baroque string sound. Manuscript XIV 726 of the Minoritenkonvent in Vienna is one 
of the most important sources of Austrian baroque music. From over 100 sonatas within it, Gunar Letzbor has compiled 
the series "ex Vienna" consisting of three programmes which shed light on various aspects of Austrian violin music. On 
this, the second CD of the series – Scordato – Gunar Letzbor has recorded violin works in which the instrument must be 
retuned, thus sounding in scordatura. It enables violinists to play more complex chord connections whilst creating

 

additional sound effects through the loosening or tightening of the strings. This alters not only the range of the violin, but 
also its sound: when the instrument is tuned lower, it has a gentler, softer effect; when the strings are tuned higher, the 
violin sounds more brilliant and penetrating. Most present-day violinists are unaccustomed to playing in scordatura and 
tend to avoid compositions using this technique. Gunar Letzbor therefore merits special credit for having assigned

 

himself this task, thus bringing to life previously unheard pieces of this important collection.
 

Also available:
 

PC10310: Anonymus – Ex Vienna Vol. 1 / Gunar Letzbor, Ars Antiqua Austria 
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Format: 2 CD 
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Karl-Andreas Kolly [piano] 
Antonio Meneses [cello] 
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra 
Basle Symphony Orchestra 
Ronald Zollmann [conductor] 

Eugen d’ALBERT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2, Cello Concerto, 
Symphony Op. 4 
Karl-Andreas Kolly 
Antonio Meneses 

Eugen d´Albert was born in Glasgow in 1864 as the son of a Frenchman and an Englishwoman. Whilst still a child, he 
attracted attention with his exceptional pianistic talent. As a composer, too, d'Albert made a name for himself early on 
through the great success of his opera 'Tiefland' (1903/05). He was never really able to consolidate his position in this 
genre, however, for his contemporaries tended to see the great pianist in him instead. 
Although his compositional oeuvre is forgotten for the most part today, it is worth taking a look at his works, for the 
orchestral compositions and concertos offer interesting insights. This double CD presents the greater part of d‘Albert's 
orchestral production with the two Piano Concertos, the Cello Concerto and his only Symphony. The influence of his 
models Brahms and Liszt can be readily heard, but d'Albert's own style – a nearly ideal combination of virtuosity, 
romantic melodiousness and sharp flavour – is always recognisable. 
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Dirk Joeres [piano] 

Schubert and Voríšek 
Dirk Joeres 

SCHUBERT: Klavierstück in A D604, Six Moments Musicaux D780, Allegretto in C minor D915    
VORISEK: Six Impromptus Op. 7 

The final instalment of Dirk Joeres’ survey of romantic piano music from central and northern Europe features the music 
of Schubert – his popular 'Moments Musicaux', the 'Klavierstück' in A Major and the Allegretto in C Minor – in addition to 
the charming'Six Impromptus' by his Bohemian contemporary, Jan Václav Hugo Voríšek. Joeres has been highly praised 
for his performances of this repertoire in concert halls all around the world. 

Nadia Boulanger, the grande dame of 20th century musical life, characterised Dirk Joeres as "a supreme musician with 
charismatic stage presence". Born in Bonn, Joeres studied piano, conducting and composition in Berlin, Cologne, 

London and Paris, receiving important stimulii from Nadia Boulanger and Bruno Seidlhofer. He came into the spotlight in 
1972 after winning first prize at the International Piano Competition in Vercelli and taking over a recital at short notice 
from an indisposed Claudia Arrau, with sensational success.  Engagements with renowned orchestras soon followed, as 
well as repeated appearances at festivals such as the Berlin Festwochen, Klavierfestival Ruhr and Prague Spring.   

"illuminating originality" The New York Times 
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Sarah Francis [oboe]  
London Harpsichord Ensemble: 
Jane Dodd [harpsichord] 
Margaret Powell [cello] 
Robert Jordan [bassoon] 
Howard Beach [harpsichord continuo*] 

TELEMANN: Oboe Sonatas
Sarah Francis 
London Harpsichord Ensemble

Sonata in B Flat for Oboe and Continuo, ‘Essercizii musici’ TWV 41: B6
Sonata in G Minor for Oboe and Continuo, Tafelmusik III/5 TWV 41: g6
Sonata in E Minor for Oboe and Continuo, ‘Essercizii musici’ TWV 44: e6
Sonata in A Minor for Oboe and Continuo, ‘Der getreue Music-Meister’ TWV 41:a3
Sonata in G Minor for oboe and Continuo (bassoon), ‘Dresden’ TWV 41:g10
Trio Sonata in E Flat for Oboe, Obligato Harpsichord* and Continuo, ‘Essercizii musici’

Sarah Francis performs Telemann’s complete oboe sonatas with the London Harpsichord Ensemble. These
interpretations are perhaps the finest on modern instruments and have received the highest accolades from national and
international press alike. The booklet includes an informative essay by Telemann expert, Nicholas Anderson.
Formerly on the Somm and Regis labels, the recordings are offered at budget price.

Sarah Francis is one of Britain’s foremost oboists, enjoying an international career as a concert performer, broadcast
artist, recording artist, chamber musician and teacher. She has recorded for Decca, Hyperion, Chandos and Naxos and
her recordings are frequently played on BBC Radio 3 and Classic FM. Concert appearances have taken her all over the
world including appearances at the BBC Proms. Gordon Crosse, William Matthias and Anthony Payne have all written
concertos for her.

"not merely a good oboist, but one of tonal and technical command almost beyond description." Gramophone

PRAISE FOR THIS RECORDING:
"Francis’ profound musicianship, her wondrous tone colour..."
International Record Review
Penguin Guide to Compact Discs 4* Key Recording
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Jane Chapman [harpsichord] 
Yu-Wei [flute] 

The Oriental Miscellany - Airs of Hindustan 
Jane Chapman 

Gat, Rekhtah: Sakia! Fusul beharust, Tuppah: Kia kam keea dil ne? Rekhtah: Mutru be khoosh nuwa bego,       
Tuppah: Ouwal keh mura buh isht razee kurdi, Rekhtah: Soonre mashukan! be wufa!	 Rekhtah: Ky bashud! 
O ky bashud!	 Tuppah: Hi purri chehreh! Terana: Autese boli, bundoo! Rekhtah: Gid a humba, 
Rekhtah: Susha myra bear, Tuppah: Dande kala, Terana: Dandera vakee, Tuppah: Toom ko sum shouta, 	 
Rekhtah: Mera peara ab ia re, Tuppah: Kan ja kia, Rekhtah: Quo e? fera que sutke, Rekhtah: Shisheh bur shrub	, 
Terana: Ya laum, ya laum, Rekhtah: Dil me danme lea re, Rekhtah: Mera mutchelli! Tuppah: Deem tere na?  
Rekhtah: Hi bibbi mon karalla, Tuppah: O! yaar O! Rekhtah: Ley chila re, Tuppah: Piar mera soon, 
Raagney: Mun shuma, Rekhtah: Dandie’s song, Rekhtah: Mooni bibbi nochare, Rekhtah: Rewannah kisty, 
Sonata for harpsichord & flute 		 

Harpsichordist Jane Chapman explores 'The Oriental Miscellany', William Hamilton Bird’s 1789 collection and 
arrangement of Hindustani airs for harpsichord.  Bird’s collection, which was the first ever publication of Indian music 
notated for Western instruments, also features his own Sonata, incorporating original Indian tunes with flute 
accompaniment (here performed by baroque flautist Yu-Wei Hu). 
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Sarah Fox [soprano] 
James Burton [piano] 

The Cole Porter Songbook
Sarah Fox
James Burton

Anything goes, In the still of the night, Mrs Lowsborough-Goodby, What is this thing called love?
You do something to me, My heart belongs to Daddy, I get a kick out of you, Where would you get your coat?
It’s de-lovely, So in love, The Physician, Miss Otis regrets, I’ve got you under my skin, The tale of the oyster,
You’d be so nice to come home to, Night and day, Don’t fence me in, True love, Brush up your Shakespeare,
Ev’ry time we say goodbye

British soprano Sarah Fox makes her solo recording debut with songs by Broadway songwriting legend Cole Porter. 
Accompanied by pianist and arranger James Burton, highlights include ‘In the Still of the Night’ from Rosalie; ‘I’ve got you
Under My Skin’ from Born to Dance, and ‘I get a Kick out of You’ from Anything Goes.
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SpiriTango Quartet: 
Fanny Azzurro [piano] 
Fanny Gallois [violin] 
Thomas Chedal [accordion] 
Benoît Levesque [double bass] 

Chin Chin
SpiriTango Quartet

PIAZZOLLA: Chin Chin, Concierto, Escualo, Kicho, Tangata, Libertango,
Luis CARUANA: Abandoneado, Ramiro GALLO: El Sur, Andres LINETZKY: Chaly, 
Frédéric DEVREESE: Passage à 4

With this new recording, SpiriTango have chosen to take their first steps into the world of jazz, film and contemporary
classical music. Iti s also the fourth anniversary of the group, whose energy is most evident in the celebratory title track
'Chin Chin'.
Astor Piazzolla (1921–92) was an infant prodigy on the bandoneon. He emigrated with his family to New York when he
was only three years old, then returned to Buenos Aires in 1937. There he performed in concert, arranged other
musicians’ music and studied classical music under Ginastera. Ten years later, he composed a symphony for which he
was awarded a scholarship which enabled him to study in Paris with Nadia Boulanger, who encouraged him to write
tango music. 
Condemned at the time by purists, Piazzolla is now considered in Argentina as the saviour of tango, which had been in
decline since the 1950s. Later called 'nuevo tango', Piazzola’s tango introduced fugues, chromatism, dissonance, some
elements of jazz and even sometimes an extended instrumentation. In this recording, the SpiriTango Quartet have made
their own arrangements, based on the original quintet versions. The group has shared the guitar parts between the piano
and the double bass and have also rewritten the different cadences. 
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Ars Nova 
Accord Quartet 
Katalin Kiss [conductor] 

György ORBAN: Hungarian Choral Music 
Ars Nova 

Psalmus 126, Ave Maris Stella, Amor Sanctus, Daemon Irrepit Callidus, Chiaro (Dante)	 
Two Flower Songs: Vale, Vale, A Fejedelem Kertje	 
Four Mary Songs: Salve Regina, Ave Regina, Regina Caeli, Alma Redemptoris Mater	 
Missa Duodecima: Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus-Benedictus, Agnus Dei	 

The success story of the Ars Nova Vocal Ensemble began in Kecskemét, Hungary in 1990 when they won first prize at 
the Athen’s Choir Competition. Since 1996 the group has won first prize at all of the international competitions it has 
entered: they have won Grand Prix seven times and won The World Choir Championship twice. Subsequently, Ars Nova 
has developed its own distinctive sound, a virtuoso vocal technique and built a repertoire in which contemporary

 

Hungarian choral music features prominently; winning the Artisjus Prize of the Hungarian Copyright Association for
 

premiering contemporary Hungarian works. Dr. Katalin Kiss is the founder and the artistic director of Ars Nova. Under her 
direction the ensemble has represented Hungarian choral culture at many important forums including the Peralada

 

Festival in Spain, the World Choral Music Symposium in Holland, the European Grand Prix in Italy and the ABCD
 

Conference in the UK. Previous CD recordings for Hungaroton Record Company include Contemporary Hungarian
 

Masses (1996), Notturno (a cappella choral works by Ferenc Farkas) (2000), and a first volume of György Orban's choral 
works (2006).

 

Orbán was born on July12, 1947 in Marosvásárhely (Romania). He studied composition under the supervision of
 

Sigismund Todu and Max Eisikovits, and learned music theory under the guidance of János Jagamas. After moving to 
Hungary he was a music editor with Editio Musica Budapest, and since 1982 has been a professor of music theory and 
composition at the Music Academy in Budapest. Initially  he was influenced by avantgarde music trends, then his art 
turned towards neoromanticism. He is an important vocal composer, in whose art elements of characteristically 
Hungarian tradition inspired by folk music are mingled with grotesque, humorous, at times satirical elements. The most 
important characteristics of his music are sound that is naturally beautiful and harmonious formal proportions in the 
classical sense. In addition to compositions for the theatre, oratorios and instrumental and vocal works, he has written 
incidental music for films and the stage. 
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Maîtrise de Radio France 
Sofi Jeannin [direction] 
Daniel Hill [piano] 

Carnet de bord / Logbook 

DUTILLEUX: Chansons de bord Tome1, TomeII 
DANIEL-LESUR: Chansons populaires à trois voix 
BRITTEN: The Golden Vanity [in French, adaptation by Vincent Tavernier] 

Three compositions written for children's voices performed by the Maîtrise de Radio France on themes of travel, 
seafaring and adventure… 
The 'Chansons de bord' of Henri Dutilleux and the 'Chansons populaires' of Daniel-Lesur, now released on CD for the 
first time, were both motivated in the post-war years by a desire to link with the past through setting songs from French 
popular tradition. 
The Vienna Boy’s Choir commissioned the vaudeville 'The Golden Vanity' from Britten in 1966. They performed it for the 
first time at the following year’s Aldeburgh Festival, as part of the first concert at the Snape Maltings. Britten worked with 
Colin Graham on the libretto of what is in effect a small opera, known by Graham as ‘a miniature Billy Budd‘. It tells the 
story of a battle at sea, and a cabin-boy who ensures victory for the crew of The Golden Vanity by drilling holes in the 
pirate ship they are fighting, and sinking it. His captain reneges on his promised reward (the hand of his daughter), and 
leaves the boy to drown but the spirit of the boy returns at the end of the piece, just as in Curlew River two years before. 
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Olga Pashchenko, Xenia Semionova, 
Alexei Grotz, Elizaveta Miller, 
Vladimir Ivanov, Alexei Lubimov [piano]  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WER6739-2 Ustvolskaya Composition No. 2 
Dies Irae, Sonata No. 6, Grand Duet  
  
“an utterly compelling recording that grips from 
start to finish...Rohan de Saram gives a 
startingly intense performance, matching 
Ustvolskaya’s extreme demands with playing 
that’s full of energy and due seriousness.” 
David Kettle, The Strad, February 2012 
  

The Precise Music of Galina Ustvolskaya - The Six Piano Sonatas                

Produced by Alexei Lubimov, A Film by Alexandre Bragé, 
* Live recording of the concert at the School of Dramatic Arts, Moscow, 7 March 2011 
Alexei Lubimov

 

In the period from 1947–1988 Galina Ustvolskaya wrote six piano sonatas. These Sonatas are the laboratory of her 
spiritual quest: In them there is the combination of the creation of the universe and maximum personal deepening and 
confessing. Her work recalls discoveries in physics, showing that the macrocosm and microcosm are built to the same 
laws. 
Galina Ustvolskaya (1919-2006) spent her life in St Petersburg, where she studied with Shostakovich (declining a 
marriage proposal from him) and in turn taught composition at the conservatory. She was a reclusive figure whose 
mature music deals mostly in extremes.The First Sonata is vaguely similar in style to Shostakovich. The first and second 
movements of this sonata bring to mind Shostakovich's compositions from the 1920s, while the third movement is 
reminiscent of work he did in the 1970s. But the Second Sonata is different; its musical language is more sacred in 
nature. At about 18 minutes, the Third Sonata is the longest. In it, Ustvolskaya's style achieves its culmination. The 
Fourth Sonata is closest in form to a suite. There are echoes of the 12 Preludes (1953). Ustvolskaya wrote the Fifth 
Sonata in ten sections across a period of nearly thirty years. It has a "theme" running through it which consists of a single 
sound: that of the first octave. This sound keeps appearing, as if symbolising a kind of centre of the universe or of the 
keyboard, or of the human and divine spirit. The Sixth Sonata is the last and the shortest. In it, Ustvolskaya introduces 
new techniques to her music, involving playing the piano using the palms of the hands and the elbows. 
Alexei Lubimov had the idea for a performance of all of Ustvolskaya's piano sonatas during a single concert while he was 
studying her music with his students: “A Moscow theatre, the School of Dramatic Art, gave us the use of its unusual 

  

‘Globe Hall’ for this project. The hall is shaped like an octohedron, with three tiers of seating around a central empty 

  

space [...]. The acoustics of this cramped space concentrated sounds and carried them upwards. The audience was at 
the very centre of Ustvolskaya's sound laboratory and was able, quite literally, to be inside the instrument and inside its 
sound.” 

  

73 min | Stereo | DVD 5 | PAL | 16:9 
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